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Once there was a national debate over whether to move certain national 

holidays to the nearest Monday, to create three-day weekends. I found it hard 

to believe there was even a debate: What could be the possible argument 

against the chance of a proper break? And yet I remember being told by a 

colleague that he was opposed. "It's nice to have two days off but after three 

days you get out of the routine of work," he said. In Japan, I rarely hear 

anyone say they like their work and yet people seem to take a sort of odd pride 

in being subject to long hours. Beneath the complaint, I detect a sense that 

people see it as some sort of endurance test they are passing. 

- Colin Joyce oY)(:iin:£-:J <-

(n) *O)~)(O)I*J?§: C:-8-~!c9.Q t 0) ~""f0) 11-20 O)'i='iO) G Im-:::>~lt, ~O)*{%~ 

~2A itcto 

Elizabeth Coleman, more famously known as Bessie Coleman, was the 

tenth of thirteen children. She was born into a time and place with terrible 

social inequality. In many parts of the United States, such as her home state 

of Texas, African Americans like her couldn't use the same railway cars, 

hotels, or public toilets as white Americans. When Bessie was a little girl, her 

school was a six-kilometer walk from her home. Often there wasn't paper to 

write on or pencils to write with. Even so, by great effort, Bessie Coleman 

became the first African-American woman pilot, and also the first black 

American - man or woman - to hold an international pilot's license. 

In 1916, when Coleman turned twenty-three, she went to Chicago to live 

with two of her older brothers, but even in Chicago she found little opportunity 

to follow her dreams. In addition to running a small restaurant, she worked in 
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a barbershop, where she heard stories from pilots returning from Europe, 

where the First World War was being fought. Coleman decided she wanted to 

learn to fly, but flight schools in America did not allow women or black people 

to become students, so she was encouraged by the wealthy African-American 

newspaper owner Robert Abbot to go to Europe to learn to fly. After taking 

French language lessons in Chicago, she went to France in 1920, after the end 

of the war, to follow her dream. 

It took Coleman only seven months to learn how to fly. Airplanes had 

been invented only seventeen years earlier, and she trained in a tiny, 

dangerous airplane with primitive controls, and accidents were common. 

During her training, Coleman witnessed a fellow student die in such a plane 

crash, which she described as a "terrible shock" But she didn't give up, and 

in June, 1921, she earned an international pilofs license. 

When Coleman returned to the U.S.A. in September, 1921, dozens of 

reporters came to meet her. She became famous even among white 

Americans, and she was a hero to black Americans. She made speeches and 

even had a street named after her in Orlando, Florida. However, the days of 

airline companies for passengers were still years in the future, so in order to 

earn money she had to perform in flying shows featuring dangerous stunts. 

Over the next five years Coleman performed at numerous air shows. The first 

took place on September 3, 1922, in New York The newspapers announced the 

event by saying the "wonderful little woman" Bessie Coleman would do "heart

thrilling stunts," and they called her "Queen Bess." According to a reporter 

from Kansas, as many as 3, 000 people attended, and they were amazed at her 

courage and skill. 

Coleman used her fame to encourage other African Americans and women 

to learn to fly, and she inspired people to challenge prejudice. She also refused 

to perform at locations that wouldn't allow black people to join the audience. 

She risked her life: in 1923 she broke several bones when her plane crashed. 

But she kept flying. 
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Coleman took her tragic last flight on April 30, 1926, in Jacksonville, 

Florida. Together with a young man named William Wills, Coleman was 

practicing for an air show. Her airplane was in poor condition. With Wills at 

the controls, a tool somehow got caught in the control gears and the plane 

unexpectedly began spinning. Coleman fell out of the plane and died when she 

hit the ground. Wills died moments later when the plane crashed. 

Elizabeth Coleman has not been forgotten in the years since her death. 

Every year on April 30, African-American pilots from all over the United States 

fly over her grave together, to honor her for her courage and her efforts on 

behalf of equality. "Because of Bessie Coleman," wrote William]. Powell in a 

1934 book about black pilots, "we have overcome that which was worse than 

racial barriers. We have overcome the barriers within ourselves and dared to 

dream." 

i± inequality /FSjl~ 

stunt Hlr~ (mn:) 

- Nick Swedberg O))(~n:£-:j <-

11. Bessie Coleman was born in Texas in the late 19th century, when many 

black Americans had a difficult time getting an education. 

12. She was working as a newspaper reporter in Chicago when she decided 

she wanted to become an airplane pilot. 

13. She took French lessons and went to France to learn how to fly during 

World War I. 

14. During her training, another student-pilot died in an accident because the 

airplanes were not safe. 

15. Although she dreamed of being an airline pilot taking passengers all over 

the world, she had to be an entertainer because she was black. 
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16. Many people attended Bessie Coleman's thrilling air shows to see her 

daring stunts. 

17. She was a very hard worker, and would perform her air stunts for any 

group of people at any time. 

18. Coleman was flying the plane when it crashed, killing her and William 

Wills. 

19. Pilots fly over Coleman's grave m a ceremony every year on the 

anniversary of her death. 

20. According to one writer, the most important barriers that African 

Americans had to overcome were the racial barriers. 
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(a) She didn't say whether or not she ( ) France next year. 

1. tended to tour 2. was touring 

3. was going to tour 4. would tour 

(b) In 1863 during the American Civil War, Gettysburg was the scene where a 

large battle ( ). 

1. was fought 2. had fought 3. happened 4. took place 

(c) They decided to go to that restaurant because their friends told them 

) there. 

1. what the food was like 

3. how good the food was 

2. the food was good 

4. how was the good food 

(d) A lack of understanding differences in customs 

problems between people from different cultures. 

) communication 

1. could create 2. might cause 

3. sometimes results in 4. can do 

(e) The number of children born in Japan has 

two decades. 

) throughout the last 

1. gradually fallen 2. steadily declined 

3. gone down 4. decreased steadily 
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(f) When I hear that song, ( 

1. it reminds me of 

3. it seems 

) when I was in junior high school. 

2. it takes me back to 

4. I remember 

(g) It was reported on the news that the percentage of Chinese tourists who 

visit Japan this year will be higher ( ) last year. 

1. to compare than 

3. in comparison to 

2. compared with 

4. if compared to 

(11) A cold winter's day is the perfect time ( ) hot springs. 

1. for enjoying 2. to go to 

3. go into 4. for relaxing in 
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(IVJ ~O)(al-(tlo)~lJlO)MH:-:J V~L. ~:tiJ~ < §£tri"" .QtrWO)-eJ:trnSA~ c IPJ G:t 

o)~B~O)~~G--:J~~~. ~O).~~~A~~o 

A ~ B ~ 

(al in-ter-fere 1. neigh-bor 2. sin-cere-Iy 

3. rare-Iy 4. veg-e-ta-ble 

(bl ar-chi-tect 1. north-ern 2. thirst-y 

3. guard 4. search 

(el fan-tas-tic 1. cham-ber 2. phi-los-o-phy 

3. trans-por-ta-tion 4. fash-ion 

(dl ex-am-ine 1. e-nough 2. at-trac-tive 

3. ev-i-dence 4. di-men-sion 

(el fun-da-men-tal 1. pleas-ure 2. fea-ture 

3. ov-en 4. fe-male 

(tl pref-er-ence 1. per-ceive 2. cease 

3. breath 4. re-cent-Iy 
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(V J ~O) B *)(O):w:,*~~x.Q J:: ':j(:~)(O)(a)-(f)O)~. ~ 1 - 7 O)~ ('P])--r!!l! 

~, -t-O)*~~~c},:tt J::o t~:B, M!bt~v>~ ('P]) tMl·rp~~:-':::)"f-.::>i6.Qo 

A. I.7:J /o):B~--r, fLt.::!>~d:tt.~ J...,'"t"v>.Qr~'~~ti-:Jt.::o 

The air conditioner ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. during 

5. us 

2. worked 

6. while 

3. kept 

7. comfortable 

B. -t-o)~i!!!Hd:, ~~ C v> '5 J:: ~, ~ -:J t.:: < ~ J..., v>~~tio 

4. we 

The film is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) an 

entirely new story. 

1. as 

4. continued story 

7. but 

2. much 

5. so 

3. a 

6. not 

C. -t-O)~*Hd:, ~'5J...,'"t"~A~-ti-~~~-:Jt.::O)--r~~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) to make toys, 

too? 

1. does 2. how 3. the company 4. it 

5. IS 6. came 7. that 

D. ~O):btAO)~< ~d:, ;7..«-1 /~~~cts:: C ~ xl±l*t~v>o ~ J...,'"t"mt~~:~J..., 

t.:: ~~.Q:: ct~~I±I*~d:J...,t~v>o 

Most of my friends cannot even read Spanish, ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. than 

5. less 

2. fluency 

6. much 

-8-

3. it 4. speak 

7. with 
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Nobody knows exactly how many languages there are in the world, partly 

because of the difficulty of distinguishing between a language, and sub

languages or dialects within it. But those who have tried to count usually end 

up at around 5,000. And many of these languages appear remarkably different 

from one another, so much so that some early researchers claimed that 

languages could be different from each other without limit and in unexpected 

ways. 

- Jean Aitchison O)x:!in~£-:J <-

B: sub-languages (~g~BHO) r:p t2~tC' ffl f.,~ G ng) !f-fJ.jlJtJ: § ll! 

dialects 15 § 

( n J *O)~xO)~PJT ( A ) - ( F ) ~m!06 9 0) f:fi :t>~~ tJ::t> 0) ~ r 0) 1 - 9 

O)r:piO) G~Lt, -cO)*i'5-~~cA it J::o 

When I was eight years old, I still couldn't read. I remember my teacher 

asking me to read a few sentences from a book. She pointed to a word. 

"Tuh-hee," I said, trying to pronounce it. "The," she said, correcting me, and 

that's the moment ( A ) the word "the." A year later, I was rescued by 

Spider-Man. I was happily spending every afternoon reading and writing 

comics. By age 11. I was getting good grades. Later as a high-school student, 

I took a college admissions course and had a good score. So what happened 

there? Did I become smarter because I enjoyed reading and writing comic 

books? 

In part to answer that question, I spent three years interviewing 

psychologists and neuroscientists about their studies and testing new methods 
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they claim can increase intelligence. While nobody would ever call reading a 

"new" method for improving the mind, recent scientific studies have confirmed 

B ) go together. 

That goes for all three meanings of the word "intelligence" widely 

recognized by psychologists. First, there is "crystallised intelligence"- the 

ability to use learned knowledge and experience. Reading increases your 

crystallised intelligence. That explains why some IQ tests include vocabulary 

words, which generally tell ( C ). 

But all of us know people with little "book knowledge" who are still smart. 

"Fluid intelligence" is the ability to solve problems, understand things and 

detect meaningful patterns. Of course, you can read little or nothing at all and 

still be brilliant at "reading between the lines" of a conversation. But in today's 

world, fluid intelligence and reading generally ( D ). In fact, the increased 

emphasis on critical reading and writing skills in schools may partly explain 

why students perform, on average, about 20 points higher on IQ tests than in 

the early 20th century. But if reading can increase fluid intelligence, the 

opposite is also true: increased fluid intelligence also improves reading 

comprehension, according to experimental studies by Jason Chein of Temple 

University. 

A third type of intelligence has gained widespread interest of late: 

"emotional intelligence," the ability to accurately read and respond to your own 

and others' feelings. It may seem odd to imagine ( E ) your emotional 

intelligence. But the journal Science published an extraordinary study showing 

that reading literary fiction can improve people's ability to understand others' 

mental states. David C. Kidd and Emanuele Castano asked hundreds of 

participants online to read examples of either non-fiction, popular fiction or 

literary fiction, and then to take tests measuring the accuracy of their 

understanding of other people's minds. They showed that reading literary 
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fiction led to better performance on tests of emotional intelligence ( F 

non-fiction, popular fiction or nothing at all. 

7± neuroscientist (s) t$*lf4¥1lf 

IQ ~ij~t§'~ 

l. how clever you are 

2. that reading can improve 

3. don't work well together 

4. compared with reading 

5. in contrast to write 

6. when I learned to read 

7. how emotional you are 

8. that reading and intelligence 

9. go hand in hand 

-3-
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em] ~O)(a)-(h)O)~)(O)( 

~~~CA it J::o 

(a) The desk (1. which 2. whose 3. at which 4. on that) the 

famous novelist wrote the best-selling fantasy novel is going up for auction. 

(b) I have decided to bring an umbrella just in (1. case 2. touch 

3. which 4. that) it rains later today. 

(c) It is common in sports that retired superstars find ( 1. it 2. that 

3. so 4. such) difficult to successfully manage teams as coaches. 

(d) The day doesn't properly begin (1. by 2. during 3. without 

4. until) I've had a cup of morning coffee. 

(e) My child is now used 1. sleep 2. sleeping 3. to sleep 

4. to sleeping) in her own room. 

(f) As I know she is very tired, I can't insist (1. 10 2. on 3. at 

4. that) her coming early. 

(g) The problem with really smart people is ( 1. which 2. what 3. that 

4. whom) they often think they know more than everyone else. 

(h) His pride would not allow him ( 1. accept 2. to accept 3. accepting 

4. letting accept) my offer. 
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J~lj, .:c(J)*~~~CA it J:o 

11. ab-sence 12. au-thor-i-ty 13. bur-i-al 

14. fre-quent-ly 15. or-gan-ic 16. har-vest 

17. per-cent-age 18. en-gi-neer-ing 19. na-tion-al-i-ty 

20. mil-i-tar-y 21. jeal-ous-y 22. com-par-i-son 

23. as-set 24. dom-i-nant 25. as-sess-ment 

26. bu-reau 27. ev-o-lu-tion 28. math-e-mat-ics 

29. nev-er-the-less 30. fi-nan-cial 
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(V] ~o)B*)(O)~,*~{~?t.GJ:::H:. ~)(O)( a )-( f )O)~fI~ 1-7 

O)m('i'i]) '1::1:136 . ..'f0)*~~~2A:tt J::o t~S. ~t>t~v~m ('i'i]) n!~r"'%:-J9J 

i:l!:>Go 

A . ..'fo) •• I.~. ~W.~~~~G~mt>h~ffi. ~~J::09~~¥<~7 

Ld~o 

Though it was believed a ) ( b ) ( c ) at first, the repair 

work was completed ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. to 

5. scheduled 

2. than 

6. take 

3. months 

7. much earlier 

B . • O)~~~. $<o)~.'1:~~.m~&~i:l!:>~To)~o)~ 

4. was 

It is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) from many jobs ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) success. 

1. gained 

5. to 

2. him 

6. that 

3. brought 4. he 

7. the valuable experiences 

c. M~O)M*~. a~O)~m~~G~~~~G~O)~~~o 
The research results were ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. expected 

5. we 

2. than 

6. far 

3. what 

7. had 

4. beyond 

D. }II t=..'fO)f.(I,n\~ ~ T~t~O)~.w. T .• G ti~:nn!¥Gt>htd!.tv~nq .. d~o 

They ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) their efforts when they ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) in the river. 

1. was 

5. felt 

2. back 

6. for 

-6-

3. rewarded 

7. saw 

4. the fish 
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By 2040, even fast food will contain a much wider variety of fruits and 

vegetables. What else will people be eating more of in 2040? With regard to 

meat, it is predicted that the phrase "quality not quantity" will become familiar 

to many people, helping them live longer, healthier lives. It is also likely that 

by 2040 the science and measurement of the effects of good food will be much 

more robust. 

- Jamie Oliver 0)::X:~'=~-:J <-

[II J *O)~::X:O)~PJT( A ) ~ ( F ) ~fI~~O)'=:IN:tlOO~td::tO)~rO) 1 ~ 9 

o)q:tiJ) G~lt, ..:cO)*i%~~CA it eto 

Sometimes I dream I'm walking on a street, and I look down, see money 

lying there, and pick it up. It's only a small amount of money, but it sure is 

exciting. After all, money is one of the most important things in our lives. 

However. although every day we earn it, save it, spend it, or think about it, we 

don't usually pay close attention to what money looks like. In fact, ( A ) 

into the things that people believe are most appealing or important about their 

country. 

The appearance of American money, for instance, reveals much about 

American culture. The front sides of American coins and bills (paper money) 

represent some of the most famous and admired men in American history, 

especially presidents like George Washington and Abraham Lincoln who helped 

to found the USA or who led it to victory in war. The reverse sides represent 

important buildings like the White House or symbols like the American eagle. 
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The varieties of American money for daily use show no women or non-white 

people, no artists or teachers, and almost no nature, for American culture has 

always most highly valued ( B ). On April 20, 2016, however, the US 

Treasury announced some remarkable changes in American money, the most 

dramatic of which will have Harriet Tubman replace Andrew Jackson on the 

front of the $20 bill. 

Who were Tubman and Jackson? Tubman (1820-1913) was born a slave in 

Maryland. Three of her sisters were sold to owners of far-away farms, and 

she received whippings and beatings that permanently damaged her body and 

brain. In 1849 Tubman ( C ), and then over the years she helped her 

family and about sixty other slaves escape by the secret network called the 

"Underground Railroad." During the American Civil War, she worked for the 

North as a cook, nurse, and spy, and led a raid that freed over seven hundred 

slaves. As for Jackson 0767-1845), he was the American general who 

defeated the British at the Battle of New Orleans in 1815 and who became the 

seventh president of the USA in 1829. He ( D ), as president, forced 

46,000 Native Americans to move from 101, 171 square kilometers of their 

land, which were then opened to white American settlement and African 

slavery. 

Not all Americans are pleased by the US Treasury's announcement. One 

white presidential candidate, for example, strongly believes that Jackson should 

stay on the front of the $20 because "he had a great history." The black writer 

Feminista Jones, meanwhile, is against putting Tubman on the $20 because as 

a slave Tubman could not earn her own money, and as a free woman ( E 

that puts profit before people. 

As for me, I'm glad that Tubman will replace Jackson on the $20. It is an 

exciting sign of positive change in American culture, similar to Barack Obama 

becoming president in 2008. The US Treasury chose Tubman after a year-long 

"national conversation," during which millions of Americans suggested new 
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faces - especially hers - to put on their money. The fact that most 

Americans would rather honor a black former slave woman than a white slave

owning president demonstrates that they have begun ( F ) and people of 

different races have done for the USA. 

tE the US Treasury *OO~:H1H~' 

raid fl. 

1. was also a slave owner who 

2. famous African Americans and symbols of money 

3. escaped from slavery to freedom 

4. to appreciate the important things that women 

5. to examine money is to open a window 

6. to ignore the financial needs of poor people 

7. she opposed an economic system 

8. was also a supporter of the rights of Native Americans who 

9. white male political heroes and symbols of democracy 
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(m J ~O)(a)-(hlO):er :s(0)~1IJ ~:An;;, 0) ~:1li ~~t;J]tJ:Ba ('Pj) ~ 1 - 4 0) q:t;Q) G-'J 

9'J~U, .:c0)~2i%~~2A it J:o 

(a) All you have to do is ( ) what happened to him. 

1. check 2. checking 3. checked 

(b) It ( ) she went back to her own country. 

1. has been over ten years after 

2. is less than ten years as 

3. is more than ten years before 

4. is over ten years since 

(c) The matter should be ( 

1. dealt with 

3. dealt 

) as quickly as possible. 

2. to deal with 

4. to be dealt 

4. be checked 

(d) Although he was extremely rich, his house doesn't have ( 

furniture. 

1. many 

3. quite a few 

2. much 

4. a lot 

(e) ( ) a police officer, she quickly ran away from that place. 

1. Seeing 2. Saw 3. See 4. Seen 

(f) It was 

stopped. 

1. very 

) a bad typhoon that all the trains in this region had to be 

2. too 3. such 4. as 
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(g) That woman ( ) in a kimono is a famous singer in Japan. 

1. to dress 2. dress 3. dresses 4. dressed 

(h) She will ( ) forget what happened to her; nor will I. 

1. neither 2. either 3. never 4. do 
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(IV] ~O)(a)-(m=:t:H~l. r~$O)~tfntJ!1±\ lAaclPJ t; :to)~ 1 - 5 o)r:Fn>~

-:J~rt. -c-0)*{%~~2A it eto 

(a) smooth 

1. bath 

4. worth 

(b) loose 

1. disease 

4. cause 

(c) abroad 

1. goat 

4. toast 

(d) flood 

1. mood 

4. p~l 

(e) routine 

1. polite 

4. machine 

(f) method 

1. ~vening 

4. pot~ntial 

2. birth 

5. clothe 

2. advise 

5. lose 

2. broadcast 

5. coast 

2. blood 

5. shoot 

2. excite 

5. blind 

2. secret 

5. media 
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3. youth 

3. course 

3. boast 

3. food 

3. survival 

3. museum 
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(V] *o)B*XO)Jl,*~~jtQet::d:~XO)( a )-( f )0)~*~1-70) 

m ('P]) 'l.'i:!!6b, ~0)*~~~2A it eto t~s, M!vt~v~m ('P]) ;Q\~rp'r:-'=rf":Ji:!!> 

Qo 

A. mr~rij'17tlr:§{tMv~t;:Af;Q\9 Q;: Co 

Cleaning ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) by ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) dirty. 

1. something is 

4. notices 

7. carried out 

2. to be 3. is 

5. whoever 6. must 

B. fEHi 1) -!/-':/ 'Y j'r:~,~t~;1k!f!.v~~wr~~90)r:B;Q\i:!!> ":) t.::o 

He ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) that ( e ) ( f ) for. 

1. necessary 

4. calls 

7. the fast decisions 

2. difficulty 

5. had 

3. making 

6. leadership 

c. mv~r~'r:i:!!>;:I;: t) r: :t$-< O)~v~~;Q) <' C, ~v~O)Jlv~;Q\V;Q) G t~ < t~Qo 
If your nose ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) in a short period, you'll lose 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. exposed to 

4. the difference 

7. too many scents 

2. the ability 

5. to tell 

3. is 

6. knowing 

D. S1[v~O)Jlv~~#m9 Q;: ciM~imO)±il'~{'F IJ l:~jQm-;Jp;'l.'c!!>Qo 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) is ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) common 

ground. 

1. in 

4. respecting 

7. the first step 

2. order 3. creating 

5. differences 6. each other's 
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Horse welfare depends on good training. If everyone could train and 

handle horses the way expert horse trainers do, far fewer horses would be sold 

or neglected because of behavior problems. The real secret of expert trainers 

is that they understand the behaviors associated with different emotional 

states. They have also figured out that a reward has to be given within one 

second after a desired behavior occurs for the horse to make the association. 

Those trainers understand the horses' emotions, instinctual behavior patterns, 

and the principles of behavioral training. 

-Temple Grandin & Catherine Johnson O)(:~n=~--j <-

( II J ~O)~)(O)I*J~ C i'i3&9' G 'b 0) ~ --r 0) 11 ~20 0) r:pi?:u; [9J~rJ, .:c0):i:~~ 

8cA it J::o 

The Japanese don't sleep. This is what everyone, the Japanese above all, 

says. It's not true, of course. But as a cultural statement, it is very 

interesting. 

I have found that Japanese society tends to be more tolerant of sleeping in 

public, a concept known as in em uri. When I first came to Japan, I found this 

attitude strange. The positive image of the worker who cuts back on sleep at 

night and never sleeps late in the morning seemed to be accompanied by a 

tolerance of inemuri - napping on public transportation and during work 

meetings. 

If sleeping in a bed or a futon is considered a sign of laziness, then why 

isn't sleeping during an event or even at work considered even more so? What 

sense does it make to allow children to stay up late at night to study if it 

means that they will fall asleep during class the next day? 
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We often assume that our ancestors went to bed "naturally" when 

darkness fell, and rose with the sun. In fact, sleep times have never been such 

a simple matter, whether in Japan or elsewhere. Even before the invention of 

electric light, the evidence shows that people were scolded for staying up late 

at night for chatting, drinking and other forms of pleasure. However, in Edo 

Japan, students were considered highly virtuous if they sacrificed sleep to 

study, even though this required oil for their lamps and often resulted in them 

falling asleep during lectures. Early rising has also been seen as a virtue since 

the introduction of Buddhism. "Going to bed late and rising early" is still used 

to describe a virtuous person. 

After some years of investigating this subject, I finally realised that on a 

certain level, inemuri is not considered sleep at all. Not only is it seen as being 

different from night-time sleep in bed, it is also viewed differently from taking 

an afternoon nap. 

How can we make sense of this? The clue lies in the term itself. which is 

composed of two Chinese characters, the first meaning "to be present" and the 

second meaning "sleep." One's presence is not only physical but mental as 

well: even though the sleeper might seem to be mentally "away," they have to 

be able to return to the social situation at hand when active contribution is 

required. 

Inemuri in the workplace is a case in point. In principle, active 

participation is expected at work, and falling asleep creates the impression of a 

lack of enthusiasm. However, it can also be viewed as the result of work

related exhaustion. It may be excused by the fact that meetings are usually 

long and often involve simply listening to the chair's reports. Someone who 

makes the effort to attend a meeting despite being exhausted is considered 

responsible and reliable. 

Thus, the Japanese habit of inemuri does not reveal a tendency towards 

laziness. Instead, it is an informal feature of Japanese social life intended to 
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ensure the performance of regular duties by offering a way of being 

temporarily "away" within these duties. 

it tolerant 1ifiJ.t,J 

laziness ~t1f ~ 

Buddhism {Lf!:l-

- Brigitte Steger o:))t~ f= £ -=1 < -

11. Everyone thinks the Japanese don't sleep, except for the Japanese 

themselves. 

12. The author thought that the tolerance of inemuri conflicted with the hard

working image of Japanese workers. 

13. The author thinks that children should not sleep III a futon because it 

makes them fall asleep in class. 

14. In the time before electricity, people did not stay up late. 

15. In the Edo period, students' giving up sleep to study was considered good, 

but it also had disadvantages. 

16. Inemuri means "afternoon nap." 

17. The author thinks that inemuri is a state in which a person is away and 

present at the same time. 

18. Inemuri in a business meeting is sometimes interpreted as a result of hard 

work and is thus perceived to be acceptable. 

19. Though meetings tend to be long in Japan, people who do inemuri have to 

apologize. 

20. The author learned that taking time off work now and then helps Japanese 

people perform their duties better. 
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em] ~0~-~0~~0~.~~h~0~.~~~~m~~~01-40~~G

-:::>9'-:::>~tJ\, .:c0*~~~2~ it J:o 

(a) The board members ( ) his proposal. No one raised any objections. 

1. seemed agreeing with 2. seemed to have agreed with 

3. appears to be agreed with 4. appeared agreeing with 

(b) A new teacher is going to ( ) our class. 

I. take charge of 2. be charge of 

3. responsible for 4. take responsible for 

(c) The woman ( ) used to be his colleague. 

1. that he was speaking 

3. whom he was talking 

2. who was speaking to him 

4. who was talking you 

(d) He is ( ) at the office. 

1. senior than me 2. senior to I am 

3. senior than I am 4. senior to me 

(e) I left my hometown five years ago, but I still ( ) myoId friends. 

1. keep in touch with 2. keep on contact with 

3. get in contact 4. get touch 

(f) The class teacher ( ) . 

1. prevented their from quarreling 2. prohibited them quarreling 

3. stopped them from quarreling 4. kept from their quarreling 
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(g) We should ( ) these old regulations. 

1. do away without 2. dispose for 

3. dispose with 4. do away with 

(h) ) living abroad, for it has been nine years since I left my country. 

1. am accustomed to 2. used to 

3. used to be 4. accustomed to 
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eN] ;J(O)(a)~(fH=sv)-c. -n~$O)JEifi,)~~l±lI.AflC:[PJL>bO)~ 1 ~ 40)r:j:li,))G

J~lJ. --cO)*~~llcA it eto 

(a) beat 

(c) h£ney 

(d) strle 

(e) whisper 

(f) curl 

1. bread 

3. threat 

1. h~ght 

3. vein 

1. confront -
3. growth 

1. rhrthm 

3. trpical 

1. liar -
3. silent 

1. purely 

3. endure 

-6-

2. break 

4. stream 

4. conceIve 

2. October -
4. folk 

2. crcle 

4. mrth 

2. frighten 

4. film -

2. further 

4. curious 
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(VJ *O)B*)(O):\i~~{~;z~et:d:. ~)(O)( a )-( f )O)~tIil~ 1-7 

O)~ (1i]) -r:t!l!~. -t:-O)*~~~c}..:tt eto td::B. fthtd: v~~ (1i]) h!~rp'~:-J"fJ 

J0~0 

A. ~~O).B~fi~fi~~~~~~-r~. ~~0)~~~&~J-rG~50 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) for just a few days ( d ) ( e 

( f ) your mood. 

1. improve 

5. will 

2. a trip 

6. going 

3. useful 

7. help 

4. on 

B. 9 If.fo)/\A ~:*ntd:h) ~ t.: G. ~~i~:~;tJl!~J G ~ G * ~ t.: t2: 0 5 c'!!l5 0 

If ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the 9:00 bus. I think I would ( d 

( e ) ( f ) for the meeting. 

1. missed 

5. have 

2. late 

6. not 

3. 4. been 

7. had 

c. ~o~x~~0)0-5-~~~et5~~bn~~, &~~~M~~~~~o 

I was ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the project, but I ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. no 

5. sure 

2. wasn't 

6. lead 

3. to 

7. told 

4. I could 

D. ~~~'" ~:: c ~;t, :: O)gtjj!jj~:~pX; G ~ < n-t:- 5 td:lIf~ffii~:m:~~#Ht ~:: 

ct2:o 

What we should do now is call ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) to 

( e ) ( f ) this plan. 

1. agree 

5. IS 

2. anybody 

6. may 
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3. likely 

7. to 

4. who 
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When people start habitually exercising, even as infrequently as once a 

week, they start changing other, unrelated patterns in their lives, often 

unknowingly. Typically people who exercise start eating better and becoming 

more productive at work. They smoke less and show more patience with 

colleagues and family. They use their credit cards less frequently and say they 

feel less stressed. It's not completely clear why, but, for many people, 

exercise is a key habit that brings about widespread change. There's 

something about it that makes other good habits easier. 

- Charles Duhigg (J):)cilin:£-:J <-

(n J :bz(J)~)(J)I*J?G:cil'~9 ~ b (J)~ ~(J) 11-20 (J)9=J7J) G [9-:J~U, .:c(J)*-f%~ 

~2A it eto 

In 2014 the high-tech company Google demonstrated its own design for a 

self-driving car. With no steering wheel or pedals, and with electronic eyes 

that allow it to "see" its surroundings and avoid a crash, the Google car is 

impressively advanced. But what is most striking about the car is its 

appearance: rather than looking futuristic, as you might expect, it's 

surprisingly cute. From the side it's bubble-shaped, and the front looks 

remarkably like the face of a koala. Cute car designs are not uncommon in 

Japan, but for an American company this is quite a departure. Why would 

designers want the car of the future - which is what many believe the 

driverless car will be - to look like a small and lovable animal? The answer 

tells us a lot about how people confront sudden technological change. 

There is little doubt that the change is coming. Along with Google, both 

high-tech companies and traditional carmakers are in a race to develop the first 
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successful self-driving car. The three top Japanese car manufacturers plan to 

have driverless models on the road by 2020, and laws in many countries are 

being rewritten to make way for them. And why not? The potential benefits 

of driverless cars go far beyond the one that comes immediately to mind: the 

freedom to read a book or take a nap while your car gets you where you're 

going. 

First, there is safety. Supporters of self-driving cars say that 90% of 

traffic accidents are caused by human error, which these cars would eliminate. 

The cars would be able to communicate with each other too, so if a tree fell in 

the road far ahead, your car would know about it right away and choose 

another route. 

If cars were no longer personal possessions, but a service called on when 

needed - think of taxis for everyone - then several other big benefits would 

follow. Studies have shown that cars searching for parking spaces make up 

nearly half of the traffic on city streets. If cars simply moved on to pick up 

their next passenger rather than parking, the number of cars on the street 

could be greatly reduced. This would save travel time and fuel, and make the 

air cleaner too. The advantage of reducing the number of cars becomes 

clearer when we think of all the cars sitting unused in parking lots. With 

fewer cars, much of that land could be used for different purposes, which 

would reduce housing prices in big cities. 

Yet not everyone is happy to let go of the steering wheel. Problems 

common to the computer world, such as hacking and viruses, have many 

people afraid that computer-controlled cars could be hacked, and some even 

predict "spam traffic jams" that could bring cities to a stop. Indeed, a 

driverless car is really a kind of robot, and when passengers climb inside one 

they are trusting it not to hurt them. This explains Google's koala-faced car. 

"I won't kill you," its wide-eyed expression seems to say, a message that is not 

meant only for children. 
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To be sure, new technologies are often met with suspicion and fear, and in 

the long run driverless cars will probably be safe, dependable, and everywhere. 

After all, technology like seatbelts, airbags, and computer-assisted braking has 

been making car travel steadily safer for decades, and it is likely that self

driving cars will continue this long-term trend. But in the short term - the 

years when traffic is a mix of conventional and driverless cars - people may 

be wise to worry for their own safety. This is because human drivers will be 

unsure how to cope with the driverless cars they encounter on the road. Many 

of the driving decisions that can turn dangerous - when to change lanes, when 

to nose into traffic, when to give way - rely on eye contact with other drivers, 

whose faces communicate things that the face of a robot koala cannot. 

it steering wheel ($O))}\ /' r)J; 

hack }\ 'Y :i=- /' ::7''"9 .Q 

spam A}'\ b. j. - )J; 

11. Although Google's self-driving car is very advanced in technology, it looks 

much like any other American car. 

12. Carmakers are eager to make self-driving cars, but governments are not 

yet being cooperative. 

13. If 90% of all the cars on the road were self-driving, there would be no 

more traffic accidents, supporters of driverless cars say. 

14. A car as a service, rather than a personal possession, is something not 

unknown to us today. 

15. Cars cause problems for cities even when they are not being driven. 

16. The high cost of living in cities is partly caused by cars, even for people 

who don't own cars themselves. 

17. The widespread use of computers in society makes it more likely that 

people will accept computer-controlled cars. 
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18. The Google car was designed with a cute appearance because many of the 

people using driverless cars to get around will be children. 

19. Driverless cars may make roads more dangerous in the near future and 

less dangerous later. 

20. People will be uncomfortable riding in self-driving cars because those cars 

do not communicate with each other well. 

-4-



(mJ ~O)(a)-(hlO)1?r)(O)~tMf:AnQo)f:~~~-Ip]tck~!(1i]) ~rO) 1 - 4 O)I:j:Ii,r\l; 

--:J9-:J~Lf, -to)*i%~B2A it eto 

(a) The university students 

1. involved in 

) our social work. 

3. are joined in 

(b) My mother was calm ( 

1. in the face of danger 

3. spite of danger 

) . 

(e) When I arrived in Canada, my friend ( 

1. went out of her way 

3. took the trouble to 

2. participated in 

4. are taken part in 

2. face up to danger 

4. instead of danger 

) find homes for me. 

2. took the trouble with 

4. went out of her way with 

(d) I'm sorry ( ) your farewell party. I have a previous engagement. 

1. I can't make up 2. I can't make it to 

3. I don't make use 4. I don't make for 

(e) All the board members ) my proposal, though I tried my best to 

persuade them. 

1. made little of 2. made many of 

3. made a few of 4. made something of 

(f) I told my mother ( ) use the Internet. 

1. the way how we should 2. way we should 

3. how we should 4. how should we 
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(g) I recognized him ( 

1. as first as I saw him 

3. the moment I saw him 

(h) Her high-pitched voice 

1. got me on nerves 

3. got on my nerves 

) . 

) . 
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2. as moment as I saw him 

4. the soon I saw him 

2. got nerves on me 

4. got my nerves on 
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(IVJ ~(J)(a)-(fH::):) t·yc T.$(J)~fiffi~ffiGm~~~~(J)~1-4(J)~~6-

-:J~lt, -r(J)*-¥}~~2A it J::o 

(a) rough 1. tr2,phy 2. 2,nly 

3. wonder 4. comb 

(b) signature 1. tired 2. mild -
3. fist 4. trial -

(c) should 1. women 2. bullet -
3. proof 4. shoulder 

(d) arr!!nge 1. rational 2. ratio 

3. demand 4. handkerchief 

(e) civil 1. circulation 2. calculate 

3. crime 4. commerce -

(f) worst 1. stadium 2. target 

3. w!igh 4. surface 
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A . ..:cO)r,,~~~:::-::) vl-C § 7tf;t{ilJt> -c~tJ vl/,)H~ x~::: Vl -::>..:c 51.! GJj.~~ G Go 

I feel sad ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) for being ( d ) ( e 

( f ) anything about the issue. 

1. more 

5. unable 

2. do 

6. the 

3. in 

7. to 

B. ::O)jjIjj*/,)!-t*O)~.~~~t-CVlG C c5 G-C~ 50)0 

4. all 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) think that the artist is ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) Monet? 

c. 

1. under 

5. you 

2. why 

6. makes 

3. what 

7. the influence 

1Bif;t=ll c..:ctl~mH::: t> § btJ P c7*'L' G t.:.o 
He is ( a ) ( b ) ( C ) ( d ) it again ( 

1. of 2. to 3. never to 

5. anybody 6. III 7. determined 

4. of 

e ) ( f ) . 

4. speak 

a ) ( b ) ( c ) in Japan, the number of children on waiting 

lists for child-care facilities has shown ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

decreasing. 

1. sign 

5. although 

2. despite 3. population 

6. the decline of 7. of 
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Ten criteria are used to select a World Heritage Site. A site must meet at 

least one of them to become officially recognized. Once a place becomes a 

World Heritage Site, the home country is responsible for protecting and 

preserving the site as best as it can, so that it can be appreciated by the whole 

world for years to come. However, some World Heritage Sites are considered 

to be at risk due to wars and conflicts in the home country, environmental 

threats, development, or other reasons. 

- Nina Wegner O))(:&r~: 2§l; '"5 < -

it criteria 2§l;$ 

World Heritage Site t!tJ'1!.ilEiBU,1dlli 
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Each year, people around the world celebrate holidays and traditions that 

are special to their culture or religion. For example, in December some people 

in the United States celebrate Christmas, some celebrate Hanukkah. and others 

celebrate Kwanzaa. 

On Christmas, Christians honor the birth of Jesus Christ. They celebrate 

the day with prayers, gifts, and stories. Each country has its own traditions 

for Christmas celebrations. In one tradition, Santa Claus brings gifts to good 

children on Christmas Eve. Stockings hanging near a fireplace are a common 

sight during the holidays. Stockings can be used as decorations, or they can 

be filled with candy, fruit, small toys, and other items. Legend says that if 

Santa Claus puts coal in a stocking, it means the child has been behaving 
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poorly. In the sixteenth century. Germans started the Christmas-tree tradition 

that we are familiar with today. They brought trees into their homes and 

decorated them with fruit, nuts, lighted candles, and paper roses. Today, 

people decorate trees with colored ornaments and bright lights. 

Hanukkah is a Jewish holiday. The holiday lasts eight days and nights. 

Jewish holidays are based on a special calendar which follows the movement of 

the sun and moon. A year on this calendar ranges from 353 to 385 days. So, 

unlike Christmas, Hanukkah does not fall on the same date each year. 

Hanukkah honors a struggle that dates back to 165 B.C.E., when the Jewish 

people defeated an invading army and regained the Temple at Jerusalem. 

According to legend, Jews found just enough sacred oil inside the temple to 

light their lamp for one night. By some miracle, the story goes, the lamp 

burned for eight nights. Today, Jews celebrate Hanukkah by lighting a candle 

in a candleholder called a menorah for each of the eight nights. Many families 

celebrate the holidays by enjoying a meal together. Latkes, or potato pancakes, 

are a popular Hanukkah dish. They are often served with applesauce and sour 

cream. Jelly doughnuts, known as sujganiyot, are also popular. 

Many African Americans celebrate Kwanzaa to honor their roots in Africa 

and deepen their connection with their original cultures. The holiday is 

centered around a series of seven cultural principles such as unity, creativity, 

and faith. It lasts seven days and nights, from December 26 through January 

1. Observers mark each day with the lighting of a candle that represents one 

of the seven principles. It is also said that among the seven candles, the black 

candle placed in the center stands for the African people. The three red 

candles stand for blood, and the three green candles represent the land of 

Africa. Corn, fruit, and vegetables are also placed on a special cloth on the 

Kwanzaa table. These symbolize the harvest. People decorate the room with a 

flag of red, green, and black - the colors of Kwanzaa. 

Americans of many backgrounds and belief systems spend time in 
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December reflecting on the year that is coming to an end, then setting goals 

and making plans for the new year ahead. The beginning of the dark, cold 

winter seems a good time to gather loved ones around a fire or a candle-lit 

table and celebrate the new beginning that we all share at the end of every 

year. 

-TIME for Kids Staff o))(:l1ln:::~-j' <-

i1 B.C.E. *25tIW 

11. Christmas, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa are recognized as the most important 

winter holidays in the world. 

12. As we can see in the examples of Santa Claus, Christmas stockings, and 

Christmas trees, Christmas traditions are identical wherever you may go in 

the world. 

13. Santa Claus gives coal to poor children to keep their houses warm in 

winter. 

14. The tradition of decorating Christmas trees started in Europe more than 

four hundred years ago. 

15. Since 165 B.C.E., the length of the Jewish year has been increased to 385 

days. 

16. It is said that when the Jews defeated their enemy, their lamp kept 

burning for more than a week despite the fact that there was very little oil 

left. 

17 . Kwanzaa is celebrated according to a special calendar, so its starting day 

changes every year. 

18. Kwanzaa is celebrated in various African countries to strengthen their ties 

to the Americans who have African origins. 

19. Lighting candles is an important part of celebrating both Hanukkah and 

Kwanzaa. 
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20. In America, regardless of their backgrounds and religions, the end of a 

year is a good chance for people to look back on the year and to think about 

the coming one. 
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(a) That car 

1. belongs 

3. belongs to 

me. 

2. is belonging 

4. was belonged to 

(b) I ordered a computer on the Internet a week ago, but it yet. 

l. hadn't arrived 

3. isn't arrived 

2. hasn't been arrived 

4. hasn't arrived 

(c) The meeting will 

l. hold 

this afternoon. 

2. held 3. holding 

(d) where the school was, Mary took the wrong bus. 

1. She doesn't know 

3. Known not 

2. To know not 

4. Not knowing 

4. be held 

(e) In order to lose weight, you have to focus on you eat. 

l. whichever 2. what 3. that 4. whose 

(f) He failed to convince the jury 

1. for his being innocent 2. by his being innocent 

3. of his innocence 4. that he is innocence 

(g) We'd like a table by a window the ocean. 

l. overlooking 2. that overlook 

3. overlook 4. of overlooking 
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(h) Rosa mentioned a movie, 

1. which title 

3. on which the title 

I cannot remember. 

-6-

2. the title of which 

4. in title of which 
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II. ar-ti-fi-cial 12. choc-o-Iate 13. com-mit-ment 

14. ex-traor-di-nar-y 15. cor-re-spond-ence 16. ig-no-rant 

17. a-pol-o-gize 18. de-pend-ent 19. prop-er-ty 

20. pro-nun-ci-a-tion 2I. tre-men-dous 22. ma-te-rial 

23. sep-a-rate-Iy 24. in-di-vid-u-al 25. em-pha-sis 

26. con-ven-tion-al 27. tra-di-tion-al 28. vol-un-teer 

29. tem-po-rar-y 30. mu-si-cian 
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A. Et;6!~~t': c9;(J -:::> '"( v)t;:tJ: G. J~J$v) '=Y'T -:::> t;: O)t':;6!o 

If I ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) you were ill. I ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) to see you. 

1. come 

5. had 

2. knew 

6. would 

3. known 

7. that 

4. have 

B. -c0)~~;6\ G b;6\ Q J:: '5 ,=. iliiJ:::. O)tt!!~fd:~J* '=A 0 ;6U~1JD G '"(~'"( v);t 

90 
As ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) from the figures. there has been ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) in this area in recent years. 

1. be 2. you 

5. seen 6. growth 

3. can 

7. rapid 

4. population 

His proposal a ) ( b ) ( c ) as unrealistic. but I think it's 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. being 

5. worth 

2. try 

6. to 

Getting some exercise a 

3. a 

7. is 

4. criticized 

b ) ( c ) in the morning is no 

trouble at all ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) used to it. 

1. once 

5. the 

2. first 

6. get 
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3. on 4. you 

7. thing 
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A general term for the martial arts, budo -literally "the way of 

war"- began as the practice of fighting techniques by the samurai. In modern 

times, however, it has been reinvented as a sport as well as a means of 

cultivating mental discipline. Budo tends to be thought of as a type of physical 

fighting sport, but what makes it unique is its emphasis on strictly followed 

manners and self-control. Budo is part of the physical education curriculum in 

Japanese middle schools. 

(n J *O)~)(O)pq~ cfi3&9.Q t> 0) ~ ~ 0) 11 ~20 0) Ji=tn" G II9J~V', "'C0)1ii%~ 

~2A it J:o 

Britain is famous for many types of literature, ranging from Shakespeare's 

plays to the Harry Potter fantasy stories, but probably the most widely popular 

is the classic mystery novel, in which a detective skillfully solves a complex 

murder case. The most successful British mystery writer, Agatha Christie 

(1890-1976), is the best-selling novelist of all time, having sold more than two 

billion books, and the most-translated author, having been translated into at 

least 103 languages. 

Christie wrote poems and short stories from a young age, but it was not 

until the First World War that she wrote her first mystery novel. She loved 

Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories and years earlier had told her 

sister Margaret that she would like to write a detective story, but Margaret 

thought she would find this too difficult. In 1916, when she was 25, Christie 

decided to try to prove her wrong. Christie's husband Archie was fighting in 

France; she was working as a volunteer at a hospital for wounded soldiers. In 
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her free time she began writing a detective novel, The Mysterious Affair at 

Styles, using experiences from wartime life. Her hospital work involved 

learning about poisons, which inspired her to choose poison as the murder 

weapon. The story's narrator, Captain Hastings, is a wounded Army officer, 

like her hospital patients. She wanted her detective hero to be as different as 

possible from Sherlock Holmes, so, after meeting war refugees from Belgium, 

she made him a Belgian - and thus the brilliant Hercule Poirot was born. 

Several London publishers rejected the novel, but it was eventually 

published in 1920. It earned her only £25, but she developed quickly as a 

writer and by 1926, when she published her sixth novel and one of her finest 

mysteries, The Murder of Roger Ackroyd, she had found fame and success. 

In this same year, however, things suddenly went wrong in her personal 

life. First her mother died; then Archie fell in love with another woman and 

asked for a divorce. One night Christie disappeared. The next morning her 

empty car was found near a lake. Rumours spread. Had the mystery writer 

been murdered? Was it suicide? A huge search began, involving over 1. 000 

police officers, 15. 000 volunteers and several airplanes. Her sudden 

disappearance was big news, not only in Britain but also in the USA, where it 

was reported on the front page of the New York Times. Finally, eleven days 

later Christie was discovered far away in a hotel in Yorkshire. Doctors said 

that she had suffered memory loss, but her disappearance remained a 

mystery - as mysterious as anything in her own stories. 

The couple divorced, and Christie escaped into her writing and travel. In 

Iraq in 1930 she met the 26-year-old archaeologist Max Mallowan and six 

months later they were married. She joined him on long archeological trips to 

Iraq and Syria, and helped him in his work. She continued writing, producing 

at least one book every year, and used their travels in her stories. She wrote 

her famous 1934 novel Murder on the Orient Express in Istanbul and Iraq, while 

Murder in Mesopotamia (1936) takes place in Iraq, Death on the Nile (1937) in 
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Egypt and Appointment with Death (1938) in Jerusalem and Jordan. The 

detective in these novels is Hercule Poirot, but in Murder at the Vicarage 

(1930) Christie introduced another detective who would become almost equally 

famous, Miss Jane Marple. Christie actually preferred Miss Marple, whom she 

based on her grandmother, to Poirot. 

By the time of her death at the age of 85 in 1976, Christie had written 66 

detective novels (33 about Poirot, 12 about Miss Marple) and 14 short story 

collections, as well as other works. Her play The Mousetrap has been 

performed continuously in London since 1952, making it the longest-running 

play in history. Even today, over forty years after her death, Agatha Christie 

remains popular all over the world. Not only do people still read her books, but 

her stories have also been made into more than thirty movies and numerous 

television dramas, as well as computer games and comics. 

7:±. narrator Mt I) =F 

archaeologist ~tt~~ 

11. The British mystery writer Agatha Christie has sold more novels than any 

other author in history. 

12. Christie has translated her books into at least 103 languages. 

13. When Christie told her sister that she would like to try writing a detective 

story, she thought Margaret would find this difficult to believe. 

14. In Christie's first detective novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, someone 

is murdered using poison. 

15. Christie wanted to make her detective as different from Sherlock Holmes 

as possible because she disliked Conan Doyle's detective. 

16. Although Christie got her first novel published easily and earned a lot of 

money from it, she was less fortunate in her personal life. 
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17. There was international media interest in Christie's sudden disappearance 

in 1926. 

18. After marrying the archeologist Max Mallowan in 1930, Christie wrote 

fewer detective novels, preferring to write travel books instead. 

19. Although Christie created Miss Marple before Hercule Poirot and 

preferred her to him, she appears in fewer books than Poirot. 

20. Christie's play The Mousetrap has been performed continuously in London 

for more than 60 years, which is a world record. 
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(a) Nobody in the store understood (1. what 2. how 3. why 4. when) 

was going on. 

(b) The amount of sleep you ( 1. need is 2. need to be 3. to need is 

4. need being) genetically determined as much as your height or shoe size. 

(c) If I ( 1. knew 2. was known 3. had known 4. had been known) 

you were so busy, I would have shown her around for your sake. 

(d) We ( 1. thank 2. appreciate 3. grateful 4. thankful) your offer 

to translate our letter into Japanese. 

(e) (1. Ask 2. To ask 3. Having to ask 4. Asked) if he agreed with 

the idea, the editor answered negatively. 

(f) It's (1. crying 2. sadness 3. a pity 4. disappointed) that you 

can't attend our wedding reception. 

(g) Yesterday's meeting was interesting but I (1. ought 2. felt like 

3. may as 4. would rather) have spent the time studying. 

(h) Whether he will be able to graduate is (1. doubt 2. doubting 

3. to doubt 4. doubtful). 
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A too B too 

(a) u-ni-verse 1. con-serv-a-tive 2. oc-cur 

3. re-fer 4. com-mu-ni-ty 

(b) in-gre-di-ent 1. mech-a-nism 2. Eu-ro-pe-an 

3. meas-ure 4. av-er-age 

(c) prov-ince 1. hos-tage 2. in-jus-tice 

3. dif -fi-cuHy 4. for-mu-la 

(d) pa-tience 1. pa-trol 2. im-me-di-ate-ly 

3. e-lim-i-nate 4. Sa-tan 

(e) ac-cu-rate 1. com-mu-ni-cate 2. cri-te-ri-on 

3. cal-en-dar 4. dem-on-stra te 

(f) ap-pro-pri-ate 1. or-di-nar-y 2. crit -i-cize 

3. fa-vor-ite 4. com-pose 
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A. 1lfoJ1It~ nt~At~!> 0) r:r-C, *JT~Mb~1tv~ I:: < v~ c~ C; t~Af:t, 12% f::~ ~ 

td:7J\ J t~o 

( a ) ( b ) surveyed, only 12 % ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) use the new product. 

1. it 

5. those 

2. among 

6. IS 

3. difficult 

7. to 

4. found 

B. :fjGq-I:t, rWJ~~1f~)¥:~tt~v~cJ!tJLv~QHH1~Qt~~t~< O)AI::, -tn~j~ 

~9" Qck 5 I:: G LV~Qo 

We have undertaken to ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) as want it. 

2. for 3. as 1. possible 

4. provide 

7. people 

5. many 6. higher education 

c. :::.:::. -C1~ J LV~ Q ck IJ f:t~H:: I}ffi J t~:1J7J~V ~ V~ 7J\:t G ntd: v ~o 
( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. here 

5. might 

2. be better 

6. we 

3. as well 

7. as wait 

4. go home 

D. -to)OO O)~71il:: f:t, if!) G I¢ Q$~~I::j:;fm 9" Q I::JEQ tDt0)5~ ~ 7J~if!) Qo 

That country's economy ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ( e 

( f ). 

1. power 

5. to cope 

2. all situations 3. enough 

6. is 7. with 

- 7 

4. strong 
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